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Introduction:

The General flow diagram of In-plant coal handling system
which is to cater for 3 X 30 MW (E) is shown in Figure No.l.
ROM coal transported by ropeway from Manuguru mines to Plant
site will be dumped into the underground coal receiving
hoppers located at plant site. The conveyor belts and
crusher have the capacity to deliver the coal at the rate of
300 Te/Hr. At present, coal is being trucked and stocked
near receiving hoppers and the same is pushed on to the
hoppers by dozers. The coal thus discharged into the under-
ground hopper from ropeway system will be fed to the first
conveyor through rack and pinion gates, belt feeders and
flap gates provided below each outlet of hopper. The coal
from the first conveyor will be fed into the crusher through
eccentric disc type screen. The screen will bypass the
crusher coal of size 25 mm and below and in turn will dis-
charge the bypassed coal at the outlet of crushers. The
crushed coal from crushers and bypassed coal will be fed on
to the second conveyor. The crushers are of ring granulator
type which reduce the size of the coal to 25 mm. The second
conveyor will convey the crushed coal to a junction tower-1
where it feeds third conveyor. The third conveyor in turn
feed fourth conveyor at junction tower No.2. The fourth
conveyor will feed coal to fifth conveyor which is equipped
with motorised traveling trippers.. The traveling tripper
will deliver coal to any of the boiler bunkers.When coal is
required to be stacked at coal stock yard, the second con-
veyor will feed coal to sixth conveyor which will inturn
make coal pile in stock yard through telescope chute.

When coal is not received from mines by aerial ropeway
system and coal is required to be fed into boiler bunkers,
coal will be dozed into reclaim hopper located in stock yard
by means of tractor dozers. The coal from reclaim hoppers
will be fed on to a seventh conveyor which will in turn feed
to the third conveyor and to boiler bunkers as described
above. Cross belt magnetic separators and magnetic pulleys
and metal detectors are provided suitably. All conveyor
belts are duplicated to have 100 % availability. Safety
interlocks are provided on all the conveyors to trip when
the conveyor ahead of it develops trouble.

The Major commissioning and maintenance problems faced and
corrective action taken for implementation are detailed
below:

I. Crushers:

a) Problems of failure of Rings:

Crushers provided at coal plant are ring granulator type of
M/s. Elecon make. Each crusher has rows of toothed and
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plain hammer rings made of manganese steel castings. We are
facing frequent failures of these rings almost everyday.
Failures are due to lot of stones that are coming along with
coal from M/s. S.C.C.L. Heavy impact on rings because of
stones causes ring failures. Crushers rings failure is due
to impact of the stones that are coming along with the coal.

b) Improvement made:

Stone picking points are provided at three locations in the
conveyors before coal is fed to crusher to pick up the
stones manually by engaging labours. After removal of
stones from the conveyors, failure of crusher rings have
been brought down to some extent.

Material for crusher rings were changed from IS 276 Gr.I to
IS 276 Gr.III & IV which contains percentage of Chromium and
Nickel in order to increase the toughness. New batch of
rings are just now put into operation and performance is
under observations.

2) Problem of Suspension bars:

a) Suspension bars which are holding the crusher rings are
subjected to severe wear due to heavy impact of coal /
stones. Original suspension bars are supplied by M/s.
Elecon. We have locally made bars with EN-24 material,
which did not last long. It is wearing out faster and
removal of such bars have become very difficult and many
times we have to gas cut and to remove them.

b) Improvements made:

EN-24 bars are heat treated locally at site to achieve
hardness of 250 BHN and are being used now. Performance is
under observation. Procurement action is initiated to
procure EN-24 bars with case hardening to a level higher
than that of crusher rings.

II. Problems of Belt conveyors:

One of the conveyor belt has got cut longitudinally upto a
length of about 120 Mtrs due to some coal lump got struck-up
between skirt board and conveyor belt. Belts are also
getting cut due to failure of liner plates and due to tramp
iron entrapped with coal.

Improvements: i

Liner plates which are inside the transfer chutes are
checked periodically and corrective action of welding is
done before failure. Availability of cross belt magnetic
separators, magnetic pulleys and metal detectors is improved
to remove the tramp iron pieces coming with coal.



III. Problems due'to poor quality of coal:

Coal received from M/s. S.C.C.L., contain lot of stones and
very big lumps. As our coal plant is designed for coal input
of size from +25 mm to 300 mm and accordingly grill size of
300 mm X 300 mm was provided on top of receiving hoppers.
As the coal received is very much above 300 mm sizes, lot of
lumps are remaining on hopper grills. Breaking of
lump/stones by labour is posing restriction to feed the
required quantity of coal. Since the coal is supplied by
lorries instead of crushed coal through ropeway. Primary
crushing that could have been done at M/s SCCL mines is
performed by our crushers for which they are not designed.
Hence our crushers are not able to cope with the requirement
and lot of problems in crushers like frequent failure of
crusher rings out and stuck up of suspension bars etc.

Improvements:

Continuous efforts are being made to get crushed coal from
M/s. S.C.C.L., Once our aerial ropeway system is commis-
sioned, we will continue to get crushed coal and we hope
that these problems on crushers will be eliminated.

IV. Problems during Monsoon:

In monsoon, coal of M/s. S.C.C.L., Manuguru becomes slurry
due to lot of soil / clay content and this phenomena is
common in open cost mines at Manuguru. The slurry does not
flow at all during Monsoon. It causes chocking problems at
all transfer chutes and frequent jamming of crushers is
experienced. Lot of efforts are put into dechoke at all
these transfer chutes and crusher. We are not at all in a
position to feed the coal at Monsoon and in plant coal plant
activities are coming to stand still.

Improvements:

Efforts were made to reduce feed rate considerably by oper-
ating the system on partial load and giving intermittent
feed to crushers. We had marginal improvement in system
operation during this year monsoon.

We have suggested to have covered storage for about one week
stock of crushed coal, which can be utilised during wet
spell for one boiler operation.

Dozers:

Dozers have become very critical for present mode of opera-
tion with coal being brought by trucks. As per original
scheme, Aerial ropeway will be unloading coal on to receiv-
ing hoppers directly. No dozers are required at receiving
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hopper Dozers are meant.only at crushed coal yard for level-
ing and stocking which might have been envisaged for about 2
to 3 months a year. Based on this plan, 3 dozers were
provided. But whereas all dozers are now fully loaded
throughout the day for leveling and pushing coal to hoppers.
They are subjected to lot of wear and tear and life of
dozers will come down drastically. We always have problems
in dozers on engine side as well as on dozer side which we
had over come with our mechanics and proper guidance of
respective agencies/service Engineers. Dozers availability
is highly critical for entire plant operation & lot of
efforts & and care are put into maintain the same.

V. Fire ignition at coal yard:

Spontaneous ignition takes places at ROf' coal yard near
receiving hopper in peak summer due to high volatile matter
present in S.C.C.L., coal. We used to have this problem at
our coal pile during summer. The following remedial action
were taken to overcome the above problem.

•
1. Pile height is maintained at around 3 to 4 metres, with
the help of dozers to avoid air pockets.

2. All around coal pipe, fire water header is provided with
monitors and hydrants. During summer water spraying is
being carried out daily twice (morning and evening) all
around coal pile.

3. In case of any fire / ignition, that portion of coal pile
is separated out with dozer and quenched with fire water.

4. Lot of holes are made at many places on top surface of
coal pile and water nozzles were inserted so that bottom
layers of coal are also made wet.

Conclusion:

Our aim of achieving a non-stop generation of power for a
minimum period of one year can be a reality only if the
following factors are given due importance in inplant coal
handling system.

a) Each path can be used simultaneously through crushing for
stack up and feeding to boilers by carrying out necessary
modification of PLC.

b) Ropeway has to be made fully operational and crushed
coal is to be supplied by M/s. S.C.C.L.

c) Monitoring of coal quality at M/s. S.C.C.L.., and our yard
by concerned agency.

d) Providing a storage facility of dry coal during monsoon
for a week.

e) Measures to be implemented to clear the chutes and
spilled coal round-the-clock shift.,
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